Clavi- themselves have so much character. There is Nether Lypiatt, chords and for example, a perfect specimen of a small eighteenth century harpsi- manor house, with its great iron gateway and its flanking chords pavilions, where live Mr and Mrs Gordon Woodhouse, sharing it with Lord Harrington. Here are some of Arnold Dulmetsch's beautiful Instruments, a harpsichord, a clavichord, and a no less perfect clavichord made by Tom Goff.
Tom Golfs clavichords and harpsichords are as carefully finished, 1 am told, as those of Dolmetsch. They are certainly lovely things to look at. I lately saw two small clavichords he had made for Mrs Gordon Woodhouse on which I heard her play. Listening to the delicate sounds, at times scarcely perceptible to the ear, it came on me how the whole fabric and tempo of life two centuries ago was on a smaller scale than ours. Our artists and musicians, our entertainers generally have to appeal to a grosser public, have themselves lost the more delicate faculties and the finer finish of craftsmanship. The piano, with its violent notes tuned to the heightened scale to which our senses have become accustomed, is the normal instrument of to-day. So Van Gogh and Gauguin set the standard for our connoisseurs. Our audiences being so much larger, the more powerful must be the voices to reach them.
To listen to Mrs Gordon Woodhouse playing on these clavichords is, even for me, a precious experience, not only to hear but to see; to watch her sensitive fingers range over the keys is itself a rare pleasure. While the sound of the piano drives'me from any room, not so the harpsichord, the clavichord, the virginals, of which the silvery sounds, like whispered music, enchant my ear,
Mrs Gordon Woodhouse's taste in music is carried into all her possessions, her furniture, her books, china and pictures, and there, too, are some of William Simmonds' fine carvings, in wood and ivory. His two cart horses at the Tate, which during my trusteeship I proposed should be acquired, are among the most notable pieces of true sculpture there, and lately, another carving by him, of an old horse, was 190

